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3gin this holiday 
, the biggest ques- 

able request, and something 
hear every year at this time.' 

obtained from the 1997 EGh 
Buyer’s Guide which is out 01 

Ed tries out Namco's new 
sequel to Alpine Racer. 

make enough systems fast enough 
to keep up with the demand. Expect 

though, as the launch of the Super i to lower it fu 

Don’t forge 
i so did the Sega i 
, expect the $199 | 

Another good i 
, and Sega 

not keeping up with Sony’s, Sega’s This year we are waiting for finish 
best season is now, partially copies of all this year’s games the 
because this is the time they bring merging the readers’ top picks in 
out all their big software titles, such with those of the EGM editors. Th 

Champ.: Circuit’Edition, Mr Bones March issue ofPEGM. 
etc., all of which are games that you Finally, for the first time that I 

they getting out of the hardware Game of the Month. It’s not a 
business? No one knows for sure, misprint, both Tomb Raider 
but remember, as bleak as it may (PlayStation) and Street Fighter 
look in the States, the Saturn is rul- Alpha 2 (Saturn) tied with the 
ing in Europe and is right up there highest cumulative score. Also 
with Sony in Japan. A price drop in note that our Review Crew Editor’ 

nothing appears imminent. 
And what about Nintendo? Th and Silver. 
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Alert the stars. 

Summon Saturn. 

Blue is back. 







20-28 

CAPCOM PROVES THAT THEY DO KNOW HOW 
TO COUNT TO THREE. THE STORY BEGINS 
ON PAGE 132! 

COVER ART BY: ROB SCHAFER 

DEPARTMENTS 
INSERT COIN sy3Kms, mmore 

34 
40-79 NEXT|oWAVEnPROTOS 

84-96 REVIEW0EW|iMre|tisEs 

102-127 

132-217 SPECIAL FEATURES 

220-299 NEXT WAVE Get a sneak peek at upcoming titles for all systems! 

300-330 TEA/ytv.EGM.rts0amere 

332-339 INTERFACE estions 

33S, 337 CONTESTS 

WIN BIG 
YOU WANT THE GOODS? Don’t miss your 
chance to ENTER THESE GREAT CONTESTS... 
Win big money in Working Designs' Shining Wisdom 

SEsEn r‘DKC3’""'” 
goodies in this once-ii i-lifetime opportunity! 



GO DEEP IN THE HEART OF 
TEXAS FOR THE A/WO A SHOW 

The video gaming stars were big and bright at the AMOA show, 
and EGM was there to get a glimpse at all the fantastic games 
that will soon be released. Cruis'n The World, San Francisco Rush, 
VF3 and Tokyo Wars are sure to delight gaming fiends everywhere. 
The story begins on page 136! 

EGM PROVIDES HOLIDAY 
SHOPPERS WITH GAMING TIPS 





immediate occupancy. 

I lie darkness of ancient hgypt and evil alien 
forces, possessing horrifying powers, have taken pos¬ 
session of the ancient city of Karnak. And these land¬ 

lords are exacting extremely 
high rents. Like an arm and a 
leg... or worse. 

Airdropped into first person 
• landscapes, you must swim, 

~ .— crawl and otherwise run like 
L ' ' hell through 20-plus levels of 

~ Jh: ,1: jg| gameplay. Real time, fully 3-D 
1 rendered environments allow 

you complete 360° freedom of 
gameplay. With just a machete 

^ to begin with, search for 7 

BJU’k, " cal cobra staff. Dynamic light- 
SFlKpaC jerSSrfL a ing allows for stunning visual 

effects. Cross bridges, crawl 
through tunnels and swim through underwater 
grottos. Your only salvation is the guiding Spirit of 

the Great Pharaoh Ramses. 

j§fl He’s the only one in this 
11 i * godforsaken neighborhood 

w*1° wants to help you get a 
forwarding address. 
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The 3-D Rotatable Deathmatch 
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Amid A 
Chaotic 
Early 
Release 
of I\l64s, 
Rumors 
Abound 
About 
32-Bit 
System 
Price 
Drops 
and l\IB4 
Supply 
Fiyures 

REAKING NEWS 

MINCH 
UTS N64 

U th 

unloaded all 350,000 systems 
initially available in just three 
days after the Sept. 29 launch. 

But in the case of the 

American launch seems better 
measured by the number of wild 

ile Nintendo 

its history, said NOC General 
Manager Peter MacDougall. He 
predicted NOC would sell at 

came roughly four days before 
launch, as retailer after retailer 
began breaking the official 
release date and selling N64s 
the moment they got in stores. 
(Not surprisingly, thr WeEGM staff 

tridges vary from U.S. to Japan- 
a method similar to the different 

and Super Famicom Systems. 
At this point, no security chips 

THE BIG STORY 
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IT THINKS. 

THEREFORE 
IT KILLS. 
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Help. The Alps Gamepad for the PlayStation™ game console ofl 

waiting for in a fine-tuned, easy-to-hold unit designed by profe 

demanding needs of today's 



LOOK 
OUT 

p orget the age-old deb 

compact discs. The next 
big war facing gamers 

:D-ROM’s turf as early 

ed in 1996, DVD-ROM 

While no video game 
maker has yet hinted at 
using the DVD format it 

makes the DVD a likely suc¬ 
cessor to the CD-ROM in 
the future-but only once 
DVD production costs fall. 

Look for companies such as 

This continues a series of 
stories that highlight emerg¬ 
ing technologies and their 
possible effects on video 



You blasted your way 
through an onslaught of 
undead marines and 

hell-spawned hordes in 
Doom, Ultimate Doom and 

Doom II. Now you can KJl 

retire, right? Wrong. 

Seems flesh-eating mutants 
have the mortality rate 

Of a cockroach and are 

alive and kicking in Pinal 
Doom —the last of the ki 

legendary Doom products. 
It’s | two new 32-level 
episodes complete with 

GLO SOLDIERS NEVER DIE, 

new stories (Evilution 

& The Plutonia Experiment), 

new frighteningly realistic 
graphics and new pulse- 

pounding music. It's time 
to finish what you started. 

THEY JUST TURN INTO 

BLOODTHIRSTY 
MUTANT ZOMBIESse 

MIDWAY. ] 
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Play video games 

CHANNEL SURF, 

AND BROWSE THE INTERNET. 

All on your TV. 

Net Link for Sega Saturn™ 
is HERE. 

Who says you need a PC to browse the Internet? 
Net Link lets you do it all on your TV. 
Simply. Easily. And all for less than $400. 

Net Link is a high-speed 28.8 Kbps modem which 
attaches to the powerful Sega Saturn 
gaming system. It delivers full E-mail 
capabilities. A Web browser customized for 
TV use. A 3D home base linked to over 225 
of the hottest Web sites. And a month’s free 
Internet access from Concentric Network. 

Others will ask you where you want to go. 
We’ll take you there. 

SEGA SATURN 

hteijjnk 



.SPOT GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 



and mutants. SPOT’s somehow 

managed to land himself in a world made of movies. Even 

his agent can’t help him now. Can you? In the movie-spoof 

worlds of classic blockbusters, westerns, Kung Fu, UFO’s 

and a whole bunch more, the player’s job is simple: keep SPOT 

alive long enough for him to “do” lunch. Not become lunch. 

£ Over 20 levels of 
arcade-style action 
and puzzle gameplay 

9 20 minutes of 
integrated cinematics 

9 Rich, vibrant graphics 
with isometric viewpoint 
and 3-D rendered worlds 

® CD-quality sound 

Visit our web site at www.vie.com 
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Send in Your Vote for EGM’s Games of the Year 



1997 EGM Buyer’s Guide Awards 
Suite 222 
1920 Highland Avenue 
Lombard, IL 60148 



An alien conspiracy 

A bizarre 
and brutal dimension 

A deadly trap with only one 
chance for survival... 



THE ICTMATE BATTLE 
IS THE OWE 

YOU FIGHT ACONE... 
■>' -gi I »“*■. 
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MOTOR 
SPORTS 

"^motion. 
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Time Commando could reixirilo 

Ihe book on fighting games.'' 
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Survival is simple. 
Never stop running 

Whilegraphics powerhouses come and go, 

iVs Iillesf like Grid Runner that focus 

it gameplay that have the potential to deliver 
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Jk W A The Gathering 

BATTlfiniAGE 

reen technology! 
Battlemage Ra> 

vorld of Corondor. 
Welcome to the ultima • of the Wizards 

BASED ON THE! FANTASY ADVENTURE WORLD OF MAGIC: THE GATHE 

PLA^STATitill'" Wi n DO\VS"’95^ SEGA SATURH" 

E ' ■ * ■y 
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WARNING: Before Playing, 
Notify Your Next of Kin. 

EJa^i: 
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Incoming! Incor 
CD-ROM. 2 killc 

vJ1 Kill 
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Mindscape 

CD-ROM 



Nintendo Racing/Actio 
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AND WHAT 

ARMY? 

This isn’t a game, it’s a war. So be prepared for battle. Now, enough military 
analogies, let's talk football. This is NFL GameDay '97. It’s better than any 
football game ever created. The artificial intelligence in this game is 
unmatched. Players on the field think, react and perform like they do in 
the NFL Defenses and offenses learn your tendencies and key on them. In 
other words, there are no bread and butter plays to go to on third and long. 
You'll go head-on with real defensive coverages, including nickel and dime 
packages and Dallas’ Cover 4. Defensive fronts attack your offensive line 
with stunts and swim techniques. And with new, larger players you’ll see 
guards and tackles trapping and pulling. This game is loaded with 
features, too. This is real football, baby. So welcome to the NFL. 

ITT ' 'Aj/'lCCHlFFI*-* ■ f 

www.sony.com 
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Tee up VR Golf '97 and 
get a FREE copy of 

VR Soccer" '96 for the 
Sony PlayStation by mail! 

It's just a game like the Green 
Jacket is just a sports coat. Say 

hel lo to the next generation of 
golf. In fact, Video Games magazine says 

it's "The best golf game ever... a must." 
From birdies to duffs to 300 yard drives, 
you’ll see, hear and experience what 
makes VR Golf '97 not only look better, 
but play better. SO don’t get caught in a 
trap, act now and get VR Soccer '96 for 
free. VR Golf '97. Now this is a game you 

i FREE!* 
VR SOCCER ’96 with 

purchase of VR Golf '97. 
■ See details below. 

THE DIFFERENCE IS REAL 

HIT THE PRACTICE GREEN TO 
AVOID ADDITIONAL STROKES. 

ESPECIALLYTHOSE OFTHE 
LIFE-THREATENING VARIETY. 
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REPORTING FOR DUTY ON THE 
PLANTATION GAME CONSOLE! 

)ANZER GENERAL took the gaming world by storm. “ 
. It established an entirely new game category, 

prompting Computer Gaming ^ ^ 
World to call it, “...such fun that Playstation 

even non-wargamers are likely to 
find themselves hooked. ” 

Now, prepare to become an ALLIED GENERAL. 
PjjjMkA. Volume II in SSI’s premier 5-Star Series" has you 

. in its sights — and this time the battlefield is the 
state-of-the-art PlayStation'1 game console! 

* Like its award-winning predecessor, success 
izmKM depends on your effectiveness as a leader. 
WKw Play 3 campaign games as an American, 

Rritish or Russian General against the 

A narios that let you play as either the Allied or 
Axis side. Watch your forces grow with each victory. 

Use new troop types such as Finnish ski troops. Engage in a 
little conjecture: several what-if scenarios include Churchill's 

iperation Jupiter. 
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/ NECRODOME’' is real-time, 3D, 
futuristic motorized mayhem. Drive 
a powerful, armored vehiCie'bristling 
with mega-weapons.. Win or die in 
30 extremely daunting arenas. 

^ Cooperative play lets Iwo 
players man a single vehicle — one 
can drive and the other canbiasl . 
anything trial moves! If your ride 
gets thrashed; don't give up -‘ 
— run for your life, commandeer 
another vehicle or continue ihe 

d and cooperative 
and network has 

ier. Boot up, log on 
r more gut wrench- 
jou can handle! 

NECRODOME. 
The Drive ta Survive. 

Windows 95 and 
Playstation CD-ROM 
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\ They learned 

{ everything from 

their parents 

} Kxcept respect 





AND ON. 



Virtu a Cop™ 2. Twice" as letll$@|l§j*f 
: Tkere’s skooting. And tken tkere's slaugkter. . ^ ^ 

Virtua Cop™ 2 is faster, deeper, more ckallengirig;' and mor| fatall^|enga^in^ tkan its predccc 
And, like its predecessor, it was an'arcade smask kit kefore*^fc'eing krougkt, faitkfully t^ansla 

PLAY ON. 



sass-ass and ulse-crack their uay X v J 
through knock-doun drag-outs with ^ 
Sandanlstan Worms. Amazon Ant Women. 
£ven,,S.aturn-Headed Space Vampires. 

And, oh yes, ee sure to keep the 
Bug Juice flomlng. Cooler 

YOU JUST CAN'T BE> 



THE JOURNEYMAN PROJECT 
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Sega Saturn 

*) Sony Playstation 

3 way piay to handle 

fuitipie game systems. ^ 

HYPER Programmable 

technology to combine 

your special moves and 

combos. 

M M Change of 
9il | % underwear 

Inot inciu 



Interplay Puszle/Adti 

Playmates 
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a wild 
in the World's Most Exotic 

nd Rover 
fender 90 



Off-Road Vehicles! 

sfflSa* 
’£?uitv. K<Us 

featurii 
Available on the 

PlayStation game console 
and PC CD ROIVI 







t of the pack- 

CURRENT FAVORITES: 
Street Fighter Alpha: 
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MACHINE HEAD FINAL DOOM BUBSY3D 



It’s a simulation 
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of what it feels like to bring 20,000 
people to their feet with one hand. 

“...silky-smooth motion-captured players... 
wilder dunks...tons of new features...sure to please.” 

“You’ll want to play just to watch these guys move.” over 170 motion-captured 
POLYGONAL NBA SUPERSTARS! 

“This is no mere T.E. Too...brings jams to a whole 
new level...” 

“What else could they possibly add to make this 
game more fun?” 

-D ENGINE! 
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to tvipe the (ifc'nutating Machine ifead virus off 

the face of this zo/nbie-infested planet. Sguipped 

tvith a bo/nbfuf of futuristic, vscpons, ijou nave, 

exactly fifteen missions to annihilate each and 

every one of the putrefied mutants. And then face 

the viraf villain hi'nseff in the mother of a(f shotv- 

dotvns. So don’t just sit there- /our bo'nb is waiting. 





KILLER BODY 
JUST isn’t enough. 

eidos 





-MODIFY YOUR RACER WITH TURBO CHARGERS, EXHAUSTS, ' 
INTAKES, SUSPENSI&NS, BRAKES, TRANSMISSIONS, AERO¬ 
DYNAMICS, TIRES AND ELECTRONICS; 

-12 SLEEK WORLD-CLASS SPORTS CARS 
-POWER SLIDE PASTTRUCKS, BUSES, AND SURFACE TRAFFIC 
-ACTION-PACKED CIRCUITS BASED ON TOKYO HIGHWAYS 
-CONNOISSEUR-CLASS 3D TEXTURE MAPPED 

POLYGON GRAPHICS 
-SIX SUPER-CHARGED CD SOUNDTRACKS 

JALECO 

10^8 jmhf- 





REAL 

THIS IS 

THE ONLY THING 

YOU'LL MISS 

I* £ I emp|re M ybtanon. BY GAMERS. FOI 









■I i'TO SERVE'KING ARTHUR. TO BATTLE EVIL. TO RISK ALL FOR THE HONOR OF CAME LOT. 

King Arthur’s Order of the Rot 

Table is threatened. The King’s 

sister, the evil sorceress Morgar 

vowed to destroy Camelot and 

that Arthur has created. 



Lomax & Evil Ed 
take Good vs Evil to a 

whole new level. 

If you want to fight evil, then you’d better be ready to go the 
distance. The mischievous Lomax is in way over his head. But 
only he has the power to conquer Evil Ed and break the diabolical 
hex that has been placed on his friends. 

Zoom in & out of detailed landscapes up to 10 layers deep. Use 
amazing flame-thrower helmets, helicopter helmets and many 
more, to vanquish evil. 

But look out. The Adventures of Lomax can be habit forming, 
and that’s something even you may not be strong enough to fight. 





KILUER 
CODES 

Three Dirty Dwarves- 
Infinite Skills on Normal 
Difficulty: 
1604B85E 0007 

| SYSTEM: PlayStation PUBLISHER: Sony Computer Entertainment 

m ECM 



Hope you aren't too attached 
to your nose. Play Street1 

i Fighter Alpha 2 for your Super 



* STREET FIGHTER ,PHft 2 

For Evil Ryu, highlight Ryu and hold Start Do the code as 
shown to the left Press a Punch or a Kick button. 



THESE REMARKABLE 

ADVENTURES 
BEGAN A LONG TIME AGO 

IN A GALAXY 
FAR,FAR AWAY. 
(THE PRICE, HOWEVER, IS QUITE DOWN TO EARTH.) 

You don’t have to be Yoda to comprehend the wisdom of this deal. Four classic Star Wars games: TIE Fighter Collector's CD-ROM™, 

Rebel Assault^, Rebel Assault II™, and Dark Forces™ Super Sampler Edition with 3 playable levels. 

Plus, an insider's look at the theatrical release of the Star Wars Trilogy Special Edition. 

Five incredible titles for MS-DOS & Windows 95. All for one incredible price, 

http://www.lucasarts.c 



IT SEEMS EVERY AD 
TRIES TO SELL YOU 
A GAME WITH MORE 

more BUTTS 
MORE SMUT 

AND MORE NUTS. 
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HOW ABOUT MORE FUN? 

Lose the hype. Enjoy games that are hip. 

Namco Museum Volume 2™ is the second 

release from our classic arcade anthology. 

Six more arcade hits blast out of the past to 

give you flashbacks of fun. Super Pac-Man, 

Xevious, Dragon Buster, Gaplus, Grobda 

and Mappy are all included on one groovy 

CD - each game an exact translation from 

the original arcade coin-op. Hey, who 

said you can't have fun at the Museum? 

namco 





DOMINATION 
IN A BOX 
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% KING OP FIGHTERS '95 

KILLER 
<C01>£S 

World: Wild West 

BLAST CHAMBER 

r^lECM 







DECATHLETE 

TOKYO HIGHWAY BATTLE 



KILUER 
CODES 

This is actually extremely 
easy to avoid. Just stay away 

chamber floor. As they fall, 
they will find more than just 

them!.they’ll find a big 

Crystal Bomb whenever your 
opponent gets the crystal. 
Then, refuse to spin the 
chamber until they blow up. 

EHecm 



DECATHLETE 
SYSTEM: Saturn PUBLISHER; Sega 

Wi 
f*S * £ 

1 L- 

PROJECT OVERKILL 

9 







Thousands of evil ores have landed in the big 
city—make sure they get a rude welcome! 
Choose a dwarf (Creg, Taconac or Corthag) 
and one of their trusty, weapons (baseball 
bat, bowling pin or shotgun). 
Blast, bludgeon or seven-ten split hordes of 

SEGA SATURN 
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STREET FIGHTER TIMELINE 
H3ecm 
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NOTHING TO DO? 



SQUEEZE IT! 

femme fatale .. salvation... riveting ... carnage ... high energy 
www.mindscapegames.com...www.mindscapegames.com.. .www.mindscapegames.com.. .www.mindscapegames.com... 



SMOKE IT! 



addictive ... 1-8 players ... WQCky slammin retro ... competition 

scapegan 





GET IT! 

www.mindscapegames.com 
Check out our web site to find out about our 

Nothing To Do! Sweepstakes 

Grand Prize: $5,000 Falcon Mach V™ Gaming System 

Second Prizes: 5 SONY® PlayStation™ Game Consoles 

Third Prizes: 100 Mindscape Game Sets (PC/PlayStation) 

And much more! 

Visit your retailer, visit us online, or call 1 -800-234-3088 

fast furious explosive Mindscape you got it! 
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'TWSRTAL KOmBAT: 

MORE KOMBAT 
SEPULTURA • SISTER MACHINE GUN • GOD LIVES UNDERWATER 

BABYLON ZOO • KILLING JOKE • JUNO REACTOR • CRAWLSPACE 

PSYKOSONIK • GUDRUN GUT • CHEMLAB • THE CRYSTAL METHOD 

ALIEN FACTORY • CUBANATE • LOADED • G//Z/R 





suddenly", things 
ftRE GETTING PERSONAL. 

capcom y 















God created man in his image. 
Some just bear a more striking resemblance. 
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I WaveRace (above); 

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey 

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey 
(right) 

DRIVING 

y 





IF THE THOUGHT OF-. 

90,000 LBS. 0 

DOOR-TO-DOOR 
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Came Get Same. 
X X X X 
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Play the trading card war game df the future.^ ^ * 

Command elite troops and heavy metal ’Mechs®. Set in the H ■ t ... 
same universe as MechWarrior .- R. Open up on a friend. *(* J 1 

wfeSrds 
□ nst” Customs*Service: BD-cerd starter decks: *8.95 \ BATlTlifTECH 

15-card booster packs: $2.95 \_rT • J 
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SEGA SATURN' 
wuw.,£5a.c.^ 





nights is here 

NiGHTS screams along at b 
REPLICATE THE TRUE SENSATIONS 

Engineered specifically 
EXPERIENCE, SEGA SATURN'S 3D CONTROL PAD ESTABLI 

BENCHMARK IN SMOOTH AND DYNAMIC OPERATIO 

£/7i£y Gftenedictiofv 
me. 68e>tAe/vst ofr toj/xta/. AficAcffj/OM' loa/tuny sAoea. Jaftyoarfi/'apews. 

Jfaumifcjfote/Ms/eqb'. (Autj/oA/l/mao uuc/ec/y&oc/ c//'eam&. 

SEGA SATURN' 





mous Funn 



I WipeOut: 



Call MOW 
1 -900-200-SEGA 

H 
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TO THE FINAL GALACTIC 

JKttgSgB/JyWs 2348 and ten of the mightiest galactic tUjMSgflRBt 
warriors are fighting for control of the Earth’s^^H^^H 

^P^^^Tatel'Using Plasma power—energy drawn from the user’s own^^i 
SPmSmal strength— the good, the bad, and the freaking ugly are each packing ^ 
hundreds of weapon attacks, countless combos, and the ultimate battle barrage, 

|D fighter and you’ll discover the level of precise control only CAPCOM can deliver. 
All against Intense backgrounds like Neo Tokyo, Federation 

Spaceport, and Planet Zeta; the perfect arenas , , 
to master the fine of mercy killing. JBKSH 









THEY ARE NOT QUITE READY TO GIVE UP. 
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150 Shoreline Drive 
Redwood City, CA 94065 
1-088-734-2763 

A full-time position shooti Objective: 

Education: 

Shooting zombies 

Shooting robots 

Shooting things with D-pad 

Shooting things with, gun 

Shooting things with D-pad and gun 

Shooting things with D-pad and partne: 

Shooting things with gun and partner 

Shooting things with gun in each hand 

Interests: 



H e spent Jftans samp ping, 

clawing andynindtng for the 

night tv play in the nHl® All 

you. did was big your way in. 

Do-nit think he wonit be looking 

fon you. along the brands. 











8 challenging 

Rev up and get ready to go ballistic! 

Ubi Soft 

CHECK IT OUTI http://ujujLJU.ubisDft.ee 
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“BUBSY 3D looks ^ 
to set the new standard 
in action platform 

, qaming.” --PSExtremeJ 



'...establishing 
, new standard . 
in the platform genre. 
.fiKlGENEMW^^— 
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NOW RECRUITING 



Travel To Exotic Places 





There is a special place where gamers go to relax and play 

games that don’t always take a lot out of them. This place 

isn't too far away. It’s a place somewhere in between the 

home systems and the Tiger handhelds. This place is known 

as “the portables." 

So what makes the portables stand out these days? Home systems 

are nice in many ways, but you can’t take them on the road. Sure, 

handheld games generally can't compete with some of the games out 

for the consoles (i.e., Mario 64, Die Hard Trilogy, Tomb'Raider, etc.], 

but the games can be a heck of a lot of fun. 

On the other end of the spectrum, we have the Tiger handhelds. 

Though some of them can be sort of fun or at least interesting, usually depth is not i 

feature these games have by any means. 

So all of this brings us to the place called “the portables”-where the graphics and 

gameplay are better than the Tiger games, but in portable land, the systems aren’t 

anchored at home like the Nintendo 64, Saturn or PlayStation. 

This look at handhelds will tell readers what’s new with two handheld systems (most¬ 

ly Pocket Game Boy and a little on Nomad] and if they’re worth picking up. 



SPECIAL FEATURE 

U 
Gome Boy 
Game Boy Pocket 

Here it is-the rerelease of the the Pocket lasts a full 10 with only 
handheld system that is doing sur- the two dinky cells. That’s what a 
prisingly well in an age of 32- and handheld is all about: not having to 
64-Bit systems. How can this be hap- worry about power usage when the 
pening? Isn’t the Game Boy dead? system is far from a wall outlet and 

The answer is a resounding “NO an AC adapter. 
WAY!” Considering that over 400 With all of these major upgrades 
games have been released since the comes yet another. They’ve packed Nintendo GAME BOY™ 
Game Boy came out back in 1989, new technology in the little GB so 
and since that time, over 45 million 
people have bought the Game Boy 
around the world (close to 20 millio 
in the United States). 

Now the Pocket Game Boy has 
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They bea.t you senseless. 

They ^idfiajpfped youh partner. 
They s,to1e you.h -sjpaces.h'iip, 

Ml Payback Time 

iou wake up from ar 

yourself on a forsak 

ons-long sleep only to fine 

planet filled with angry 

my friend. 
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Save $10 



VICTORY IS THE ONLY 
THING KEEPING YOU ALIVE 

The Only Sport 



ur friends! Piaywi 
lulfitap. us'ng the 

of FULL SEASON LEAGUE PLAY with statistics. 
Earn money through COMPETITION, SPONSORSHIP 
or BRIBES to buy free agents, power ups and new 
equipment! 
Discover the HIDDEN CHARACTERS that stand 
between you and Pitball glory. 
Voice over by legendary ring announcer Michael 
"LET'S GET READY TO RUMBLE.™" Buffer. 
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The Pr i 3D Pi 







Welcome to Crystal 

-PSX 

h world I’ve ever seen in an 

—PSExtreme 

Omen: Legacy of Kain. 

Whether you choose 

the body of man, the 

form of wolf or the cloak 

of mist, the search for 

andanmhilation of 

those who damned you 

is your oply purpose. 









If you like REAL FOOTBALL WITH REAL PLAYERS you II LOVE TECMO® SUPER BOWL™ 



Better yet, Activision 
simply developing the g 





"Some ’Mechs come 
with jump jets that 
give limited flight 

have you guiding you 
to the first waypoint 
you'll have to scout tt 

capabilities* 

r through plenty 
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Why goalies suffer from insomnia. 
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Dare To Compare 





EDGE 







'Gamers should welcome Sonic's 
arrival on the Saturn*" 
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"...run as fast as possible to 
each of the targets and v— 

you don't get killed 

GAMER’S EDGE 



The Bin [Hi 
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100% 

Action 1 







",, .there are now 
new Boss characters 
to battle againstl" 



30 BLAST* 
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i EGM for Boss codes! ■ 
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THE BEST SYSTEM DEMANDS THE BEST MAG! 
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POWERSLAVE 
Walk Like An Egyptian... 
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"BEST. Soundtrack, 
best Animation, 
BEST Character" 

K rr, 
P A VA* A tf : 

For More Information, 

call 1-800-UBI-SOFT 

%•« «4V H»t| 
I WINDOWS I 

http://www.uliisoft.coin 

Ubi Soft 

SEGA SATURN 



DERBY 2 
4-Wheel Portable Destruction 











", * *EQM thought the original 
WipeOut couldn't be beat,, ,we 

were very, very wrong,* 
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LOMAX 
Big Trouble In Little Lemmingland 







YOU'VE MOVED UP TO 32-BIT TECHNOLOGY.. 
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOUR FAVORITE GAME 
DID, TOO? £ CLASSIC T£TRis 

TETRIS IS REALLY THE CLOSEST 
TO VIDEO GAMING PERFECTION 
THAT ANYONE HAS 
EVER COME" 





AT THE END OF YOUR ROPE? 

? your guide 

'idgogair 

LAUNCHII 



SUIKODEN 
I I Just Say 5U - EE - KO - DEN_ 
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or call 1-800-601 -PLAY with 
Visa/MC (North America only).. 



PlayStation to any great 
length, but the graphical 

Gamers who have been 
looking for an RPG.will 

Suikoden is turning i 
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\ % .there are three 
characters a gamer cs 
control.. .the f ighte] 

and the cler: 







Save Arthur From Morgana'■ Wrath 

I features of most point-and- 
lick graphic adventures, 
hese features integrate mys- 
iry-solving clues derived from 
le characters’ conversations 
s well as comprehensive 

%««attempt to stop 
an evil plot against 

King Arthur/ 



] November Adjustable 

\ * 'integrates) mystery-solving 
clues derived form the charac¬ 

ters' conversations'" 

FMV-based game. But keep in 

tweaking of the title before 









[November Moderate 

Acclaim 70% 



SIXIK Fighting Action Comes Home 
\ fighters. 

[of their 

| Fightingli 



*%«%& great translation) com¬ 
plete with all the graphics 

and animation of the coin-op*' 

i PlayStatic 

Game; 





movie, I'd be sitting in 
the theater giving it 
the Mystery Science 
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% % 'imagine the wSfpp m 
arcade classic gSW. rL* 
Stun Runner on 

steroids—real potentp 
steroids/ 
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you. think cleaning toilets was fun. and try to skewer you i 

SWAG MAN 
Asks: What Is A Swag Anyway? 

Zac and Hannah 

go in and out of Swagman's 
world to find the fairies and 

if Zac and himself. Players start in 
in Shining Wisdom or Johnr 
Bazookatone. The differenci 
that Swagman is played frc 

Swagman is an action/ a top-down perspective. Many 

[ "They are the fairies who sprinkle the ’good 
dream1 dust on people while they sleep/ 

of the graphic effects ii 







MACHINE GUN ROCKET 

ere's a quick look at the Primary Weapons that 
rentually become available to you in Tunnel Bl. 

MISSILE ARGON LASER 
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today, will Anfernee “Penny” 
torch from Michael Jordan? 
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TBun I I PLAYSTATION 

H around our offices, 
i among the most jaded 
ig fans. Created by 

64). SingleTrac, however, 

by designing courses no 
conventional watercrafts could 

November 1 Variable] 

| CD-ROM | 



DECKED, TRIPPED, PITTED AGAINST PLAYERS WITH GIGANTIC HEADS, LITERALLY 
E, PLAYING ON A BIGGER RINK WITH A BIGGER PUCK. IN A HOT MODE OR A 7 
=? 3 PLAYERS WHILE BLACKHAWKS® ANNOUNCER PAT FOLEY SCREAMS IN YOUR 

THE ARCADE HIT HAS COME HOME. 



POWER MOVE 



)|RMV[ 
"QUITE EASILY, THE BEST WRESTLING GAME EVERT' - GAMEFAN 

AcliVisiON 

BASED ON JAPAN’S #1 WRESTLING GAME, TOUKON RETSUDEN. 
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TSmEsE] MULTIPLATFORM. 

PLAYSTATION 
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SOCCER SO 

AUTHlNm 
WE SHOULD 
PROBABLY 

CAUk UT 
FOOTBALL. 

SEGA SATURN" 
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TiAm I ^i’iI_PLAYSTATION 
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REDEEMED IN STORE 
Offer Valid 10-15-96 Though 12-31-96 





Shotgun/Quiclc Slant 

Er1 S,an,s < 

Shotgun/Quiclc Hitch 
Shotgun/Double X’s 

J32i| 
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Pro Form/HB Toss Pro Form/HB Option Pass 

pay for playin 

sftry this trick f 

car to, the real toss play 
but allows your run-; 
ni'rig^ back to throw the 
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Sporting Game Reviews 
t Favorites: 

•IHFm0nD7 •MaddeiNH.87 

NBA LIVE 97 • PLAYSTATION • EA SPORTS 



NBA SUPERSTARS SERIES 

What would 

you give 

the ultimate of Michael. 
, $29.98 for the 3-pack, 

until 1/31/97. 

Nothing gets you closer to the game! 

NBA Entertainment, Inc. 

»
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Sporting Game Reviews 

FI RACING • PLAYSTATION • PSYGNOSIS 

DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 • PLAYSTATION • PSYGNOSIS 

M.LB PENNANT RACE • PLAYSTATION • SONY 

NHL FACEOFF ’97 • PLAYSTATION • SONY 



FORGET THE REST, PLAY WITH THE BEST! 
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Shining Wiscknn-Final Month 
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Worms 2 
IMiGHTS 2 
Tekken3 
Castlevania 64 
Herzog Zwei 2 
Guardian Heroes 2 
Gunstar Heroes 2 
Metroid 64 
Super Mario 64II 
Tetris Attack 2 







BRE Software 
24 Hour FAXBACK Information System: (209) 432-264 

.lai:: BRESW *■ AOL.COM liiio'.vv/.cybo:ya;e.co:n/bre 

$5.00 OFF 

Send us your old games/systems 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 
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Funco Mail Order 
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(212) 290-0452 



SATURN™ SVSTEM 

CHRISTMAS SPEC I FIL 
Free Gift with any pur 

SATURN™ SVSTEM SPI C 

GAME 
SHARK MISSION 
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ORDER HOT LINE: Dealers and Wholesalers Welcome 
710-1 W. Las Tunas San Gabriel, CA 91776 • Fax: 818-458-6845 
We carry pasters, T-Shirts, Novelties, wall scrolls, and game music CD 
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www.gameshark.com 
Inter/Icf 

MMgTOUK 
Inter Act Accessories wants to 
Jump-Stort your holidays with 
a limited edition GAME SHARK 
T-SHIRT - FREE! Show the 
world that you really can maKe 
your own rules! 

lo get your exclusive, FREE GAME 
SHARK T-SHIRT, simply purchase a 
Game SharK for either the PlayStation" 
or Sega Saturn", fill out the coupon 
below and send it to us with your 
original sales receipt. You’ll be 
sporting a SharK shirt in no time! 

MB HE INTO THE NEW YEAR IN SHARK SYY! 
I've purchased a Game SharK for the PlayStation™ or Sega Saturn™. 



Shark gives 
for all the 

in this ad and more! 
= more fun! 

won't just own With the Game 
games anymore 
just play games anymore. 
You'll make your own rules 
for every game you can 
get your hands on. 

find check out Inter Act Accessories' full line of high-performance controllers for the 
PlayStation and Saturn. Inter Act gamepads and joysticks give you the quickest response, 
fastest fire, and deadliest precision of any controller on the market. With the Game Shark 
and an Inter Act controller, you'll have ultimate power at your fingertips! 

Xake a bite out of your games with InterAct’s Game 
Shark! The holidays may be coming to an end, but that 
doestn't mean your games should. The Game Shark for 
the PlayStation™ or the Saturn™ is your ultimate 
weapon against those winter blues! You can fight 

longer, kill more, score higher and go farther 
in every game! Forget those thumb-twisting 
combo-moves and complex finger exercises. 
The Shark gives you more power in every game, 
every day! You'll torch your enemies with the 
flamethrower in RESIDENT EVIL, grab your BFG 

in DOOM, laugh at death in KRAZY IVAN, and go 
for nothin'but net in NBA SHOOTOUT. 

RBGftBE SOftBR (Iremfe Jaystfc*! RJGVT FORCE MS® 64 Fight Cfnfcrtl System! 
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 
please visit us at www.refromags.com 

e from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
)(e from the Publishers themselves. 

iyone selling releases from 
pport them and do let us know. 


